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Hello again, as I open the Omega Portal and link
with you. I link with you with joy in my heart for the
continuing flow of energy that comes through to us
and for the information that is given to us in this way,
information that I am not aware of and information
which enables us to adapt to higher energy and
receive it in our own way and interpret it and
integrate it in our own way, for expansion of
consciousness and to help each one of us in our
current life pattern. It is with all of this in my
awareness that I link with my light body and I link
with you in your light body.
Come together as a group, come into the great
circle that I link you into and come into the receiving
area of the Station of Light. You may perceive the
colour in here. Today I am sensing it as blue energy
filling this space. Blue energy is coming up
frequently recently in the sessions that I do, so it is
altering something in our energy field, and it is not
even that this is being done to us – it is, instead, that
we are drawing this energy in, because as higher
evolved Beings we know this is what is required.
What we don’t know perhaps is why it is required
and what it will do.

Therefore, trust is a big issue for all of us as we
come into this space in this way. Relax and put your
attention into this space, ready to receive, as you
acknowledge yourself as a light body Being present
here.

“We have brought you into this space at this time,
Beloved, Orem addressing you, so that initially we
will refresh your pattern of time as it relates to your
present journey on Earth. We are also refreshing
aspects of your energy field.
You may be aware that you have travelled out of
time and space. You have been moving into other
areas in the dimensional structure and field and this
is defined in your language as a belt that you pass
through. Earth itself is travelling through energy
systems and dimensions and as it has passed
through some portals, you are being affected by the
energy of that journey. Therefore, we are making
adjustments to help you adapt again to the current
time phase and the energy that is relative to that.
The levels of your consciousness involved in the
change and the journey are aware of this process.
At this time many of you are still working in separate
layers of consciousness, so we are helping you in
this way to adapt to the energy frequency and to
absorb it and allow it to flow through you.
We understand you may be sensing yourself
standing in the midst of many flows of energy in a
clear space in the greater universe in its pattern and
this is the situation for this particular aspect of you
to understand. That energy can leave behind a trail,
or a presence around you, and so again, we are
disengaging any disturbances from your energy
field. This is initially as we do this because it will
allow you then to be clear, clearly focused and
present here with us again in the receiving area of
the Station.
This will have helped you to understand what had
been accumulated in your energy field and
physicality for some time.

The effect of passing through this belt of change
also can be used as a filtration layer of energy, if this
is what you choose it to be.
There is an aspect in some of you who are making
big adjustments to many of the processes of your
body and they become out of alignment or out of
attunement with your higher energy processes and
the Source Energy.
Relaxing into what you are receiving here allows the
alignment process again to work for you. Have in
your awareness how you would want this to be
helping you, emotionally, mentally, physically.
Therefore, without individual session times, you are
receiving your own personal adjustment at this time.
We can do this readily for you.
As each of you goes through the experience of the
cleansing and adjustment, you will feel yourself
responding to a flow of energy which is drawing you
into another space through a portal which is already
open and it is already opened through the presence
of the Star Elders here with you. “

“We have come forward out of the positioning we
have in the outer area of the field surrounding this
system that you are presently on Earth within
because again, there is a necessity to ensure that
you have opened to allow you to be in the cities of
light again. The cities of light, although they are
expanding and being more firmly established, retain
their presence in the same situation. You become
out of alignment with that due to different
atmospheric disturbances, so here we are placing
you back within the city of light structure, within
areas within these cities, the sparkling energy of
which is often referred to as the crystalline energy
and state of consciousness. We are doing this in the
present time to help the cellular functions of you, the
absolute physical biology state where you respond
to the environment around you, inwardly and
outwardly and especially we are addressing many
of you who consistently are taking in substances
desiring them to fulfil a lack and to make a change.

Understand that in the natural environment you
have on Earth, there are living energy systems to
assist you, so those of you who are aware of this are
already working with those systems, when there is
still the life energy structure incorporated in what
you are taking into you, along with your food intake.
Focus upon this. Focus upon the higher light
crystalline energy field within the kingdom that
supplies your nutrition, and you will notice the
difference.
We now are able to allow you to move deeper into
the crystalline energy structure, into an aspect
where you are able to reconnect with your point of
origin within the overall light structure energy,
because of the dimensional existence that each has
and at the appropriate time you can draw upon
different aspects within the known dimensions to
you, to assist you. You may feel the linkage
between that space and where you are positioned
within the light city environment and in relationship
to where you are positioned in the physical unit. It is
all one. It is just that your awareness is focussed at
present into a specific dimension and this is already
aligning you completely with all of those
environmental existences you have experienced
which are appropriate now for you to change and
exist in.
Allow everything that has been distorting you to be
dropped away from you – to be discarded – to be
released.
Now you are moved again within the sparkling
crystalline light city area for you to experience the
layers of energy which are coming through and
which you are able to freely flow from you into the
overall level and presence.
You may be sensing that you are a vast storehouse
of energy and information which you are now
releasing. Thus it is done and so we draw you back
from that space to meet again with Commander
Orem.”

” Orem here again Beloved, and I at times need to
allow all of this inter-linkage and inter-weaving
between dimensions and Beings to flow, for it is
fulfilling aspects of you, it is allowing you to feel you
are working strongly in a way that is ideal, because
you have no distractions, you have no antagonism
to you as you work in these dimensions. You have
total support.
If you are sensing you need this in your daily
activities, then your focus should be on that.
Acknowledge that you have total support you do
and in everything that you are. This is allowing
again a deeper process of acknowledgement to
occur within you.
There continues to be within the Council of Light
direction, movement in the areas where people
have manifested existences not upon the Earth
surface, but in different areas on different planets
and satellites. The sorting out is taking time. It is all
part of the shift in your awareness and
consciousness.
Even from this space where I am addressing you,
you are able to expand your awareness to the edge
of your consciousness field. This links you directly
to Creative Source Energy. Important for you to
incorporate into your livingness, into the pattern that
you work with daily.
These times when we journey together may be
times for you to refresh your individuality, where
there are no personal attachments or processes
that you need to do with others, so you come back
to your pure essence and Self.

Thank you, Orem and the Star Elders.
Lani speaking again and I acknowledge the shift. I
acknowledge the energy that has been around us
and a different insight into what occurs in the overall
city of light.
And just for a moment while we are still in this
receiving area, experience the energy structure
around you and within you. It seems that you are a
universe itself in this time and there is a great
pattern to everything. So, bring this pattern – this
energy blueprint pattern – back with you to
incorporate again into your physicality.
It is a practice to perfect and to use. You may be
feeling different aspects within yourself shifting,
coming into alignment and releasing some old
patterns.
So, now I am asking you to fully integrate all of the
higher energy consciousness passed through from
Source Energy into you in every way, into every cell,
into all the fluid, into all what you might call the
densest parts of your body and into your mind and
emotions. Perhaps there is a big sorting out
occurring. Perhaps it is just gentle strengthening –
whatever you need your light body has it and
releases it into you.
I am closing the Omega Portal on this transmission
now and I ask you to be fully grounded again into
your life pattern, enhancing your life pattern now.
Thank you.

Lani

We bring you back now to the initial receiving area.
This is sufficient for you to experience at this time
and I leave it with you

Orem out “
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